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a b s t r a c t
Background: Accurate measurement of human stress at scale is a major mHealth challenge. Here we
explore the potential for deep neural networks (DNNs) to improve remote and objective quantiﬁcation
of stress from voluntary selﬁe videos captured through mobile device front-facing cameras.
Methods: Two DNNs were trained with heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) data obtained
through photophlethysmographic imaging (PPGI) of 11,823 mobile device selﬁe videos captured in tandem with self-assessments of stress, and compared to contemporary algorithms used to estimate stress
from HR and HRV data.
Results: A classiﬁcation DNN and predictive DNN determined self-reported stress with 86 % accuracy
and a mean absolute error of 0.001, respectively. Both DNNs performed far better than other recently
described approaches when applied to the identical dataset.
Conclusions: Well-trained DNNs can objectively and remotely quantify stress at scale. Future efforts may
concentrate on the measurement of additional enigmatic cognitive states.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Peripheral physiology often reﬂects cerebral activity. One clear
example of this relationship is the autonomic shift in heart rate
variability (HRV) paralleling shifts in cognitive stress [1]. For this
reason, HRV has become an experimental proxy for stress assessment in clinical research [2] and amongst the general population
through mHealth tools [3]. One major limitation in the collection
of HRV via mobile apps is a dependence on “wearables” or other
hardware that is only accessible and desirable to a small fraction of mobile app users. There is therefore increasing interest to
develop technology that is able to obtain accurate measures of
HRV and stress without the need for additional hardware. Leveraging the increasingly high-quality mobile device camera is one
promising approach, since computer vision and photoplethysmographic imaging (PPGI) can extract HRV by measuring volumetric
changes in arterial blood ﬂow within the ﬁnger or face [4,5]. The
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persisting challenge however, is making use of the relatively low
quality mobile device PPGI to estimate cognitive stress. This challenge represents a special opportunity in artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)
research.
In this study, deep learning was performed on heart rate (HR),
HRV and self–assessment of stress data obtained through a popular
meditation app from a broad spectrum of individuals in nearly 100
countries. These data were obtained via the mobile device camera as a standalone voluntary measurement, or as voluntary paired
“before and after” assessments in conjunction with a guided mindfulness meditation provided through the same app. Implicit (neural
network) models were then employed to predict self-assessment of
stress based on the HR and HRV data. Two classes of artiﬁcial feedforward neural networks were compared, and contrasted against
current clinical algorithms typically applied to hospital-recorded
electrocardiograms (ECGs), to assess their ability to provide an
objective measure of cognitive stress from PPGI data obtained from
mobile devices.
Current clinical algorithms used to assess stress from HRV
originate from the discovery that pacemaker sites in the heart
are inﬂuenced by the autonomic nervous system (ANS). In particular, the heart’s sinoatrial node is innervated by both the
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parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous systems (PNS and SNS,
respectively). It is precisely because both the PNS and SNS inﬂuence HR, that HRV is correlated to cognitive stress. Speciﬁcally,
the time-courses of PNS- and SNS-mediated HR regulation are distinct, generating two HRV frequency components [6], with the
high-frequency HRV components being primarily mediated by
the PNS. HRV therefore provides insight into the balance of PNS
and SNS control over HR; and also to some extend the stress
response circulating hormones, including corticotropin, acetylcholine, epinephrine and norepinephrine [7,8]. Therefore, keeping
other factors constant, activation of the SNS, which prepares the
body for danger via the so-called “ﬂight-or-ﬂight” response, should
decrease the HRV high-frequency/low-frequency component ratio
[6]. Indeed, exceptionally low HRV is associated with impaired ANS
homeostasis [1,9], which is a serious manifestation of extreme psychological stress [10]. The interpretation of more subtle changes
in HRV remains controversial, even for high-quality ECG recordings acquired over several hours or days. There is great promise
nonetheless, that with sufﬁciently advanced algorithms, HRV data
may be successfully leveraged to obtain an accurate reading of cognitive stress.
Reliable methods to assess psychological stress from HRV are of
high clinical and societal importance due to the critical role played
by stress in overall health, especially if these methods leverage the
ubiquity of mobile devices. To this end, we have applied the latest
advancements in AI to train deep neural networks (DNNs) using
real world data (RWD) obtained from thousands of mobile device
users throughout the globe.
DNNs are mathematical models that simulate basic features
of neurocortical communication, and are considered distinctive
acyclic computational graphs [11] containing three basic parts; i)
an input layer, ii) several hidden layers and iii) an output layer. Each
hidden layer has several units called neurons (N). Each neuron produces a chain of information comprised of real value activation (a)
that are computed via connections to the neurons of subsequent
layers through weighted (W ) connections and biases (b). Through
training DNNs, the weights between neurons (and to some extent
biases) are continually tuned until the DNN produces the desired
output.
Recently, implicit DNN models have been used to predict
stress levels from HRV, and provide better accuracy compared
with explicit models employing support vector machine (SVM) or
logistic regression [12–15]. However, the only implicit model calculating stress from RWD that we could ﬁnd, in this case a Lomb’s
estimator-derived algorithm, used PPGI data from a wearable that
dramatically limits scalability [15]. Here we describe implicit models that classify and predict stress based on PPGI data from the
mobile device camera, addressing the hypothesis that DNNs can
facilitate objective and remote assessment of stress at scale.

inferred using a Monte Carlo approach. All analysed selﬁe videos
were simultaneously obtained with results from a “mood board”
that the user used to input a selection of words that corresponded
to their current mood and a “stress slider” that the user used to
provide an assessment of their current level of stress (Fig. 1). PPGI
data (HR, HRVHIGH , HRVLOW , normalised to a range of 0–1) were
used in the current study as three inputs to train and test each of
the neural network models to the results of the stress slider (a real
number between 0 and 1). The training dataset comprised 90 % of
the entire dataset, or 90 % of the entire user base (and comprising
92 % of the entire dataset), depending on the validation methods
used.
2.2. Mobile app
Data were obtained from the research predecessor of Am Mindfulness developed by Mobio Interactive Inc., “Am” is a commercially
available mobile wellness app that supports the development of
a personal mindfulness practice through guided meditations and
journaling facilities. Am is the ﬁrst mindfulness apps to use PPGI
in the objective measures of stress and the ﬁrst mindfulness app
to outperform an active control in a randomised controlled trial
examining wellbeing [17,18].
2.3. Deep learning
We used plain fully connected DNNs, with every neuron in one
layer connected to every neuron in the subsequent layer by an activation function, such as the sigmoidal activation function used in
the predictive model’s output layer (1):

⎛
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Where a[l](i) is the output of the activation function at the layer l of
[l](i)
the neuron i, Wj
is the weight of the path from the neuron on
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the previous layer to the neuron on the current layer, aj

is the

activation function output of the neuron j in the previous layer and
[l]
bi is the bias of neuron i in the previous layer l − 1.
2.4. DNN framework and analysis
TensorFlow 1.6.0 was selected as the framework to implement,
train and deploy the deep learning models because of its high-level
of ﬂexibility [19]. All the tests and experiments were performed
in Python 3.6 on an Intel CPU Core i5-4300 running Windows 10
Pro 64-bit. The architecture of the DNNs was based on empirical
analysis of performance on different designs.

2. Methods
2.5. Classiﬁcation model
2.1. Dataset and data preparation
RWD consisted of PPGI of 11,823 front-facing selﬁe videos voluntarily obtained with free consent (see Terms of Use) from 3,527
users of the mindfulness meditation app Wildﬂowers Mindfulness, a
research predecessor to Am Mindfulness developed by Mobio Interactive Inc. From these anonymous data, HR and HRV (“high” and
“low” frequency bands; HRVHIGH and HRVLOW ) were estimated with
previously published methods [16]. Brieﬂy, the “SAPPHIRE” algorithm stochastically samples and tracks the cheek region of the
face to construct corresponding time series of erythema transforms,
and thereby a photoplethysmogram waveform that is estimated
via Bayesian minimisation with the required posterior probability

The classiﬁcation model featured a deep feedforward neural network that consisted of a three-neuron input layer, four 20-neuron
hidden layers and a four-neuron output layer (Fig. 2A, Table 1).
The input layer consisted of average HR, HRVLOW and HRVHIGH .
The output layer classiﬁed the stress value into four categories. A
hyperbolic tangent transfer function was employed as the activation function (2) throughout the hidden layers:
a = Tansig (n) =

2
−1
1 + e−2n

(2)

However, a non-saturating non-linearity activation function,
the ReLU (Rectiﬁed Linear Unit) function (3), was used as the
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Fig. 1. PPGI and self-assessments.
(A) In-app tool employed by app users to complete selﬁe videos. (B) In-app tool employed by app users to convey their current mood. (C) In-app tool employed by app users
to (top) indicate their level of stress via a stress-slider and (bottom) input notes reﬂecting on the meditation experience, their state of mind, or anything else they may wish
to input and read over later. Note, in the version of the app used for our current analyses, the faces above the stress-slider were not present. The potential impact of adding
these faces (each representing one quadrant used in the classiﬁcation DNN) is under current investigation.

Fig. 2. Deep neural networks.

(A) Diagram of classiﬁcation DNN structure. (B) Diagram of predictive DNN structure.

activation function for the neurons of the output layer due to nonnegativity restrictions.
a = relu (n) = max(n, 0)

(3)

Where n is the input to the neurons of the output layer.
The Tansig function outputted a value in the interval [−1, +1],
while the ReLU outputted a nonnegative value. Cost was calculated with the SoftMax layer and cross entropy. The DNN
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Table 1
DNN parameters.

Table 2
The probability percentage of all the stress levels of the training split.

Parameters

Predictive Model

Classiﬁcation Model

Stress Levels

%

Input features
Hidden layers
Neurons in every hidden layer
Neurons in the output layer
Hidden layers activation function
Output layer activation function
Learning rate
Batch size
Number of epochs

3
5
20
1
ReLU
Sigmoid
0.001
5
100

3
4
20
4
Tansig
ReLU
0.0001
32
100

None
Normal
Medium
High

1.3
26.5
41.0
31.1

was trained and its parameters updated with a gradient descent
optimizer.

Table 3
Stress level range and designation.
Stress Level Value

Stress Class

1
2
3
4

“none”
“normal”
“medium”
“high”

2.6. Cross-validation
We employed the holdout method of cross-validation as a
model estimation technique to assess the skill of the prediction
model because of its ease of implementation, computational costeffectiveness, elimination of biasedness, conceptual simplicity and
appropriateness for datasets in the range of this study [20]. In
addition, we assessed the models using 10-fold cross-validation to
investigate how well the models generalize.
2.7. Predictive model
The predictive model featured a deep feedforward neural network that consisted of a three-neuron input layer, ﬁve 20-neuron
hidden layers and a single-neuron output layer (Fig. 2B, Table 1).
Like the classiﬁcation model, the predictive model’s input layer
consisted of HR, HRVHIGH and HRVLOW . The output layer contained
one neuron, corresponding to the predicted stress value (a real
number between 0 and 1). The ReLU function (3) was selected for
the hidden layers of the predictive model primarily because of its
faster training speed and smaller mean squared error (MSE) relative to Tansig. The outputs of the ReLU function through the hidden
layers can grow larger than 1, while the range of the expected stress
value is bounded between 0 and 1. To avoid this problem, we used
a sigmoid activation function (1) in the neuron of the predictive
model output layer to produce a bounded output between 0 and 1.
The predictive model DNN parameters were updated with the
Adam optimizer [21], since it readily handles large volume datasets,
is computationally efﬁcient and provided a smaller MSE relative to
other options, such as Gradient Descent.
2.8. Supervised learning model
A support vector machine (SVM) classiﬁer was used to assess
accuracy, using the identical inputs and outputs as the classiﬁcation
model DNN.
2.9. Statistical analysis
MSE, mean absolute error (MAE), accuracy, cost and the confusion matrix were applied as evaluation metrics. MSE and MAE
were computed according to their standard formulae. Accuracy
was calculated by dividing the number of correct predictions by
all predictions. Cost was calculated using SoftMax cross entropy
between self-reported stress and DNN output. The classiﬁcation
and predictive DNNs were not directly compared since the underlying required evaluation metrics for each are different, given that
each has its own type of output and purpose. Instead, we compared
each of the models against alternative machine learning algorithms
that we identiﬁed from the literature. All statistical calculations,

including the confusion matrix and random number generation
used for chance calculations, were performed using the Numpy and
TensorFlow libraries for Python 3.6 on an Intel CPU Core i5-4300
running Windows 10 Pro 64-bit.
3. Results
3.1. Real world data
The mobile app examined is available in over 140 political jurisdictions and no geographical preferences were made in
data sampling. Irrespective, over three quarters of the data were
obtained from English-speaking regions (Fig. 3). Similarly, while
no preferences were made for self-reported age or identiﬁed gender, women aged 18–34 made up a disproportional segment (46.2
%) of the dataset. Meanwhile, over half of the data (56.7 %) were
obtained from mobile devices produced by Apple and running iOS,
despite two thirds of mobile devices globally running Android
as the operating system. These RWD were therefore skewed as
expected towards the app’s user base. We also discovered that selfassessments of stress in the real world dataset are not normally
distributed (Table 2), but this did not interfere with DNN training
since the DNNs are model-free.
3.2. Classiﬁcation model evaluation
The classiﬁcation model divided stress into four levels (“none”,
“normal”, “medium”, “high”; Table 3) and was assessed by examining accuracy and cost during training, and with a confusion matrix
during both training and testing. Training accuracy increased early,
reached 85 % at the 23rd epoch and continued to hover around 85
% for the remaining 77 epochs until culminating at 86 %, indicating
100 epochs were sufﬁcient to achieve maximal accuracy (Fig. 4A).
The calculated cost during training, or the error in the DNN results
compared to the error in the original data, demonstrated a smooth
decrease throughout training from 1.25 to 0.59 within 20 epochs
to a ﬁnal cost of 0.50 (Fig. 4B). The training and testing confusion
matrixes, which plot the fraction of correct classiﬁcations made by
the DNN as a function of original and predicted stress levels, both
demonstrated a concentration of correct classiﬁcations along the
diagonal and were most dense for the medium stress level (Fig. 5).
We noted a low density of correct predictions for the “none” stress
level, which makes sense given that DNNs were provided very limited training with “none” stress level data (Table 2).
In addition, we separately examined the accuracy and cost of the
classiﬁcation model using the holdout cross-validation method. In
this evaluation, we trained DNNs on data obtained from 90 % of the
app users, and tested the DNNs on the remaining 10 % of the users.
This division by user provided 92 % of the total data for training.
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Fig. 3. Demographics of real world dataset.

Fig. 4. Classiﬁcation model evaluation.

(A) Classiﬁcation model accuracy over the 100 training epochs. (B) Classiﬁcation model cost over the 100 training epochs.

Training the DNNs this way resulted in a slight decrease in accuracy
and a slight increase in the cost rates (Table 4) in comparison to a
strict user-agnostic 90:10 training:testing data split.
Finally, 10-fold cross-validation demonstrated strong alignment
between accuracy and cost (Figs. 6, 7 ). For example, the three least
accurate folds are also the folds with the highest cost rate (Fig. 6),
and every drop in accuracy corresponded to a spike in cost (Fig. 7).
Meanwhile, the remaining seven folds all achieved above 80 % accuracy and were almost all below a cost of 0.6. In addition, DNNs
trained with 10-fold cross-validation yield lower training accuracy

and higher training cost when compared to training via the holdout
method (Fig. 7, Table 4).
3.3. Predictive model evaluation
The predictive model outputted stress as a value within the
range of 0–1 and was assessed by examining the MAE and MSE.
MAE dropped sharply from the initial epoch, and continued to
decrease throughout training, albeit at a much slower rate following the ﬁrst few epochs (Fig. 8A). MSE demonstrated a very
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Fig. 5. Confusion matrices from the classiﬁcation model.
(A) Classiﬁcation model confusion matrix during training. (B) Classiﬁcation model confusion matrix during testing.

Fig. 6. Classiﬁcation 10-fold cross-validation evaluation (training).
(A) Classiﬁcation model accuracy over the 100 training epochs per fold. (B) Classiﬁcation model cost over the 100 training epochs per fold.

Fig. 7. Classiﬁcation model 10-fold cross-validation evaluation (validation).
(A) Classiﬁcation model accuracy over the 10 validation folds. (B) Classiﬁcation model cost over the 10 validation folds.

Fig. 8. Predictive model evaluation.

(A) Predictive model MAE over the 100 training epochs. (B) Predictive model MSE over the 100 training epochs.

similar proﬁle (Fig. 8B). Final values for MAE and MSE were 0.1844
and 0.0165, respectively. The predictive model underwent two
additional evaluations, using holdout cross-validation and 10-fold
cross-validation methods (as was performed on the classiﬁcation model). The holdout method led to an increase in the MSE

(Table 5), while the 10-fold cross-validation had no impact on MAE
or MSE. Surprisingly however, all folds demonstrated an extremely
sharp drop in MAE following the ﬁrst epoch. Lastly, 10-fold crossvalidation of the prediction model demonstrated strong alignment
between MAE and MSE (Figs. 9, 10 ).
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Fig. 9. Predictive model10-fold cross-validation evaluation (training).
(A) Predictive model MAE over the 100 training epochs per fold. (B) Predictive model MSE over the 100 training epochs per fold.

Fig. 10. Predictive model 10-fold cross-validation evaluation (validation).
(A) Predictive model MAE over the 10 validation folds. (B) Predictive model MSE over the 10 validation folds.

Table 4
A comparison between our classiﬁcation model against other classiﬁcation machine
learning algorithms.
Method

Accuracy

Classiﬁcation DNN (holdout cross-validation)
Classiﬁcation DNN Average of 10-Fold Cross Validation
Classiﬁcation DNN (Subject-based splits) with (holdout
cross-validation)
Chance
Logistic Regression
SVM
HRVHIGH /HRVLOW

86 %
74 %
83 %
32 %
77 %
43 %
32 %

Table 5
A comparison between our predictive model against other predictive machine learning algorithms.
Method

MSE

Prediction DNN (holdout cross-validation)
Prediction DNN Average of 10-Fold Cross Validation
Prediction DNN (Subject-based splits) with (holdout cross-validation)
Logistic Regression
HRVHIGH /HRVLOW

0.01
0.04
0.04
0.31
1.45

3.4. Comparison to alternative methods
To gain insight into the utility and potential advantages of DNNs
in the context of HRV obtained from the mobile device camera, we
compared the accuracy of the classiﬁcation model to chance and to
other algorithms applied previously (Table 4). Random generation
of stress levels achieved an accuracy of 32 %, which was slightly
higher than expected given that there are four potential stress levels. The discrepancy likely resulted from the uneven distribution
of the dataset. With respect to supervised learning, SVM and logistic regression achieved accuracies of 43 % and 77 %, respectively.
Meanwhile, the “standard” HRVLOW /HRVHIGH was not better than
chance (32 %). By far the best performing method on this particular

dataset was the classiﬁcation model, which achieved 86 % when
using holdout cross-validation.
4. Discussion
Objective and remote quantiﬁcation of stress at scale is a major
focus of mHealth, not in the least because of the potential for
mHealth tools to establish real world evidence that may reduce
clinical trial cost and duration, while extending the lifespan of
intervention monitoring beyond clinical trials. Here we present
the analysis of two implicit DNNs trained with HR and HRV data
obtained from the PPGI output of selﬁe videos collected with
tandem self-reports of stress from individuals around the world
through a popular meditation app. Despite the short sampling time
(30 s) and rawness of the dataset, the neural networks were able
to classify and predict stress with a high degree of accuracy and
low amount of error, and did so within a computationally efﬁcient
number of epochs.
To understand just how important the use of machine learning is in the context of quantiﬁcation of stress at scale, we also
applied two alternative methods used previously for estimating cognitive stress from HR and HRV. Perhaps unsurprisingly, a
HRVLOW /HRVHIGH algorithm that has been applied to assess stress
from HRV calculated via 24 h ECG recordings [22], failed to predict
stress beyond that which would be expected by chance. While a
SVM was superior to chance, it proved only about half as predictive as the DNNs developed and examined here. It is likely that both
the alternative algorithms were compromised by the unique nature
(and arguably poor quality) of the 30 s PPGI, and these algorithms
may have performed better when provided longer time course ECG
recordings. This contemplation highlights how incredible it is that
the DNNs described here are capable of such high accuracies from
relatively crude RWD.
Potential additions to the DNNs directly examined here include
forming low and high arousal categories of stress via a small
explicit neuro-fuzzy classiﬁer neural network [13], or the use of
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Pioncare’ plots of inter-point distance (beat-to-beat) measures
of HR [23]. However, neither of these approaches is suitable for
the dataset obtained from mobile camera PPGI once processed
through the SAPHIRE algorithm [16] employed in the meditation app examined. Similarly, an implicit model calculating stress
from a Lomb’s estimator-derived algorithm is unlikely to be
sufﬁciently robust to deal with the RWD from mobile device cameras.
In future, either after substantially larger datasets are available,
or more accurate measures of HR and HRV emerge from mobile
devices, one might hope to obtain levels of accuracy in predicting stress that greatly exceed 86 %. However, given the enigmatic
nature of “cognitive stress”, it may not be practical or even desirable
to obtain measures much more accurate than those obtained here.
Instead, future development may be better focused on predicting
other elements of wellbeing, such as fatigue, distress, or emotional
states.
Together our analyses demonstrate that the objective and
remote quantiﬁcation of stress at scale is achievable with relatively simple DNNs trained with RWD. Future work will explore
the potential to predict mood from additional measures of the face.
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